Bracelet Tutorial

Materials - Tearaway Stabilizer
    Vinyl
    Felt
    Embroidery thread
    Matching Bobbin
    Snaps

Step 1

Hoop 2 layers of tearaway

Step 2

Run placement outline
and float vinyl
Step 3

Stitch colors until the second outline

Step 4

Remove hoop from machine and attach felt to the back using painters tape. DO NOT unhoop the stabilizer! Make sure to cover all areas of stitching.

Change your Bobbin!

Step 5

Put hoop back on your machine and run the next color
If there is no satin edge then you're finished stitching!
Remove from stabilizer and trim about 1/8" from bean outline.

Step 6
If there IS a satin edge, remove hoop from machine and trim all material (front and back) as close to stitch line as possible. Put hoop back on machine once again and run your final color. Ta-Da!

Step 7
Remove from hoop/stabilizer and place the snap. Now you're completely finished!!